LONESTAR SELECT PARTS LIST

MODEL #87048  LONESTAR SELECT 4 BURNER STAINLESS STEEL, BUILT-IN, L.P. (PROPANE)
MODEL #87049  LONESTAR SELECT 4 BURNER STAINLESS STEEL, BUILT-IN, N.G. (NATURAL GAS)
MODEL #87048CE LONESTAR SELECT 4 BURNER STAINLESS STEEL, BUILT-IN, L.P. (PROPANE)
MODEL #87049CE LONESTAR SELECT 4 BURNER STAINLESS STEEL, BUILT-IN, N.G. (NATURAL GAS)
# PARTS LIST

**MODEL #87048**  LONESTAR SELECT 4 BURNER STAINLESS STEEL, BUILT-IN, L.P. (PROPANE)

**MODEL #87049**  LONESTAR SELECT 4 BURNER STAINLESS STEEL, BUILT-IN, N.G. (NATURAL GAS)

Any item with an * next to it requires a serial number.

---

### HOW TO ORDER REPLACEMENT PARTS

Please refer to the parts list on this page.

To make sure you obtain the correct replacement parts for your gas grill, the following information is required to assure getting the correct part.

1. Gas grill model number (see data sticker on grill) and type of gas hook up.
2. Reference number of replacement part needed.
3. Description of replacement part needed.
4. Quantity of parts needed.

**IMPORTANT:** Use only factory authorized parts. The use of any part that is not factory authorized can be dangerous. This will also void your warranty.

**IMPORTANT:** Keep this assembly and operating instruction manual for referral, and for replacement parts ordering.

**CAUTION:** Gas valves are preset at the factory. If you wish to convert at some later date, be sure to contact your gas supplier or grill, dealer before making the conversion.

**CAUTION:** A different gas valve must be installed when converting from one type of gas to another. You will also need a data plate indicating what type of gas the grill uses.